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1. INTRODUCTION 
The oscillatory behavior of solutions for parabolic equations with functional arguments has been 
dealt with in a few recent studies. We can refer to the works [1 5] and their references. The 
literature is, however, quite limited and most of those works only dealt with the case of discrete 
delays. In this paper, we consider the following nonlinear parabolic equation with continuous 
distributed eviating arguments: 
n b 
= a(t)Au + E ai(t)Au(x, ri(t)) - p(x, t)u - f~ q(x, t, ()f(u[x, g(t, ~)]) da(~) + h(x, t), ut, 
~=1 (S) 
(x, t )  ~ f lx  R+ -= G 
and the boundary value conditions of the following types: 
u = ~(x , t ) ,  on (x,t )  ~ 0f~ × R+, (B1) 
Ou 
On = •(x,t) ,  on (z,t) c On ×/%,  (B2) 
Ou 
On + . ( z ,  t)u = o, on (x, t) e 0n x R+, (Ba) 
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where Au is the Laplacian operator in R ~, R+ = [0,+oc). u = u(x,t),  ~(x,t),  ¢(x , t )  E 
C(Of~ x R+,R),  u(x,t)  E C(Oft x R+,R+). ft is a bounded domain in R n with a piecewise 
smooth boundary Oft. n denotes the unit exterior normal vector to Oft. 
The aim of this paper is to establish oscillatory criteria for equation (E) satisfying three kinds 
of boundary value conditions. 
We assume throughout this paper that the following conditions hold: 
(Hi) aft), ai(t), T~(t) E C(R+, R+ ), 7-~(t) <_ t, 7"i(t) is nondecreasing, and limt-.+~ rift) = +ec; 
i=1 ,2 , . . . ,n ;  
(H~) p(x,t)  E C(~ x R+,R+); h(x,t) E C(~ x R+,R); q(x,t,~) E C(-~ x R+ x [a,b],R+); 
(Ha) g(t,~) E C(R+ x [a, bJ,R); g(t,~) < t,~ E [a,b]; g(t,~) are nondecreasing with t and 
respectively; and lim inft-~+oo,~e[a,b] {g(t, ~)} = +eC; 
(H4) f (u)  E C(R ,R)  is a positive and convex function in R+, and - f ( -u )  = f(u),  a(~) E 
([a, b], R) is nondecreasing, the integral of equation (E) is a Stieltjes integral. 
REMARK. Noticing that the integral of equation (E) is a Stieltjes integral, equation (E) includes 
the following equation 
~'~ m 
ut = a( t )Au + E ai(t)Au(x,  Ti(t)) -- p(x, t)u -- E qJ (X, t)f(u[x, gj (t)]) + h(x, t), 
i=1 j= l  
(x, t) ~ G. 
The equations in [1-6] are special cases of the above equation. For example, Kreith and 
Ladas [2] and Yoshida [3] have studied the oscillatory behavior of the solutions of the following 
parabolic equations: 
n 
ut = a(t)Au - Ep i ( z ,  t)u(x, t - Ti), 
i=1 
ut = a(t)Au - q(x, t)u(x, p(t) ). 
DEFINITION 1. A function u(x, t) E C2(~ x [t-l, -+-00); R) f) Cl(~ × It-l, +00); R) is called a 
classical solution of equation (E),(B1)-(B3), if it satisges equation (E) in the domain G along 
with the corresponding boundary condition, where 
{ ~ }} { inf {g(t,~)}}. t _ l=min  0, min inf•i(t) , t_l=min O,t>O,{E[a,b ] 
l<_i<<_n [t>_O 
DEFINITION 2. A solution u(x, t) of equation (E) is called oscillatory in the domain G if for each 
positive number # there exists a point ( Xo, to) E ft x [#, +oo ) such that the condition u( xo, to) = 0 
holds. 
DEFINITION 3. A function U(t) is called eventually positive (negative) if there exists a number 
tl > 0 such that U(t) > 0(< 0) holds for a11 tl > O. 
2. OSCILLATION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM (E),(B1) 
For the following Dirichlet problem in the domain ft 
Au +c~u--  0, in(x,t) ED~xR+, (2.1) 
u = 0, on (x, t) c Oft z R+, (2.2) 
in which ct is a constant. It is well known [6] that the smallest eigenvalue o,1 of problem (2.1) is 
positive and the corresponding eigenfunction ~(x) is also positive. 
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LgMMA 1. If u(Z, t) is a positive solution of boundary value problem (E),(B]) in 9. x [p, +cx:), 
t~ "F_ O. then the followil~g differential inequality 
n ) ~,,b 
~' " a(t)U(t)+Ea,(t)U(ri(t)) +P(t)U(t)+ Q(t,~)f(U[9(t,~)]) da(~) <H(t) (2.3) (, (t)+~ 
i=1  (~ 
h~s eventually positive solution 
u(t) = ~ ~(:~' t),~(~)d:~ 
./~ q)(x) dx 
(2.4) 
in which P(t) = min:~e~{p(x, t)}, Q(t, {) = minxen{q(m, t, {)}, 
H(t) = edx - a(t)¢(x,t) + a,:(t)~(x,Ti(t)) O.n + h,('r t)¢dx . 
' f~  i=1 ' 
P1~OOF. Let u(x, t) be a positive solution of boundary value problem (E),(B1) in ~ x [H., +<~) 
(p > 0). From (H1) and (Ha), there exists a tl > # such that g(t,~) > #, (t,{) E [tt, +oc) x [a, hi; 
aml r,(t) >_ #, t > tl, then u(x,g(t,{)) > 0, (x,t,{) c f t  x [tl,+~c) x [a,b 1, and u(x,r,(t)) > O, 
(.r, t) e fi x [t~, +oo). 
Multiplying both sides of equation (E) by the (I)(z), and integrating with respect o :r over the 
d()main Q, we have 
n 
dtt f ~u,¢)(:c)dx=a(t) f[Audp(x)dx+Eai(t )/(Au(x,r~(t))~(x)dx- f p(x,t)u¢)(x)dx 
C_ j ~ 2 i=  1 d ~ 
b 
- /~ .~,,, q(x,t,().f(u[x,g(t,~)])~(x)dcr(()dx + f~ h(,T,t)¢(x)dx, t >_ tl. 
(2.~) 
Using the Green's formula, we have 
/ AuC~(x) dx = £fl (a2(x)~n - u~)  dw + ~i uA(p(x)dx 
= - 3fofi P (x , t )~ dw - al ~iud2(x) dx, t _> t l ,  
(::.~) 
.f~i A'u(x,r~(t))(I)(x)dx= - £ p (x , r~( t ) )~ &z- 
[Mng Jensen's inequality, we have 
t>tL .  (2.7) 
~' .f, f q(x,t,~)f(u[x,9(t,~)])~(x)dG(~)dx= f,j' /flq(x,t,()f(u[.%g(t,~)])fI)(.~:)dxdc~(() 
> ,£bQ(t,~)[,~ f(u[x,g(t,~)])¢(x)dx] dcr(~) 
>- Z Q(t,~) f ~(z)dx d~(~), t > tL, 
• ' f~ ~(z) dx 
(2.s) 
.~ p(x,t)u~(x)dx >_P(t) j~ u~P(x)dx, t>_tl. (2.9) 
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Therefore, from (2.6)-(2.9), we have 
?n  £ O x, x+ol 
dt j= l  
< -a( t )  ~b-~d~o - a;(t) ~(x,~,(t)) dw + h(x,t)~(z)&, t > t,. 
i=1 ~ ' 
From the above inequality, we know that U(t) is an eventually positive solution of inequality (2.3). 
THEOREM 1. If the following differential inequality: 
U'(t) + cq a(t)U(t)+ ~ai(t)U(r~(t)) + P(t)U(t) 
i=1 (2.10) 
b f 
+ Ja Q(t, g)f (U[g(t, g)]) da(g) _< - IH(t) l  
has no eventually positive solution, "then every solution of boundary value problem (E),(B1) is 
oscillatory in G. 
PROOF. Assume that there exists a nonoscillatory solution u(x, t) of boundary vahm problem 
(E),(B1). I fu(x,t) > 0, (x,t) E ~ x [#,+co), then fl'om Lemma 1 it follows that U(t) is an 
eventually positive solution of inequality (2.10), which contradicts the condition of Theorem 1. 
If u(x,t) < 0, (x,t) E ~ x [#,+oo), # > 0. Let v(x,t) = -u(x,t), since f ( -u )  = - f (u ) ,  then 
it is easily to check that v(x, t) is a positive solution of the problem 
n L b 'ut = a(t)Au+ Zai(t)Au(x,7:i(t)) -V(x,t)u - q(x,t,g)f(u[x,g(t,~)])da(~) - h(x,t) 
i=1 
u = -~(x ,  t), on (x, t) E Oftx R+. 
Then using the above method, we can also get 
f v(x, t)#~(x) dx 
--U(t) = J~ (2 .11)  
a O(x ) dx 
is an eventually positive solution of inequality (2.10), which contradicts the condition of Theo- 
rem 1 as well. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. [f  the following differential inequMity 
U'(t) + eel (a(t)U(t) + ~i:1 ai(t)U(T~(t))) + P(t)U(t) 
b + ~ Q(t,~)f(U[g(t,~)])da(~)< j~h(x,t)~(x)dx 
has no eventually positive solution, then every solution u(x, t) of following problem 
ut = a(t)Au + a,s(t)Au(x, rs(t)) -p(x, t )u - q(x,t,~)u[x,g(t,~)]dc~(~) + h(x,t), 
i=1 
u = 0, on (x, t) ~ 0ft x R+, 
is oscillatory in G. 
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THEOREM 2. / f  
lim inf f t  t~+~ y~, H(s)  ds = -oc ,  (2.12) 
limsup H(s) ds = +~ (2.13) 
t ---* +oo 1 
is true for a sufficiently large tl, then the every solution of boundary value problem (E),(B1) i.~ 
oscillatory in G. 
PF~OOF. Assume that there exists a nonoscillatory solution u(x,t) of boundary wdue prob- 
lem (E),(B1). If u(x,t) > O, (x,t) E a x [#,+oc), tL >_ 0, then from Theorem 1 it follows 
that the function U(t) defined in (2.4) is a eventually positive sohltion of inequality (2.9). Then 
U'(t) <_ H(t), t > tt > p. (2.H) 
Integrating the above inequality in [tl, t], we have 
Using (2.12), we have 
~t t U(t) - U(tl) < H(s) ds. 
' 1 
lim inf U(t) = -oc. (2.15) 
t--~ 4-o0 
Thus, we can see that U(t) has no lower bounds, which contradicts U(t) > O. 
If u(x,t) < O, (x,t) ~ f~ x [/~, +oc), # > 0, let v(x,t) = -u(x, t ) ,  then U(t) defined in ('2.11) 
is an eventually positive solution of inequality (2.10). Thus, using (2.13), we can also) get the 
contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 2. / f  
liminf f t  f~ t--++oc Jr1 h(x, s)~(x) dx ds = -oo, 
lim sup h(x, s)q~(x) dx ds = +oc, 
t~+c~ Jr1 
is true for sufficiently large tl, then every solution 'u(x, t) of the following problem 
zt b 
= a(t)Au + ~ a~(t)Au(x, 7i(t)) - p(x, t)u - / q(x, t, ~)u[x, 9(t, ()] da(() + h(:r. ~t  t). 
i=1 da 
u = O, on (x, t) ~ Of~ x R+, 
is oscillatory in G. 
3. OSCILLATION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM (E),(B2) 
LEMMA 2. I f  u(x,t) is a positive solution of boundary value problem (E),(B2) in t~ × [p, +c~), 
Iz > O, then the fol)owing differential inequali W 
b F 
V'(t) + P(t)V(t) + J~ Q( t , ( ) f  (V[g(t,~)]) da(¢) <_ G(t) (3.1) 
has an eventually positive solution 
V( t )=~l /au(x , t )dx  ' ,Q,=:,~' dx,~ (3.2) 
9O 
in which 
+,+,= 
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n ] I ) a(t)O(x,t)+ Eai(t)O(x, 7~(t)) dw+ h(x,t)dx . 
i~ l  d~ 
PROOF. Let u(x,t) be a positive solution of boundary value problem (E),(B2) in Q × [#, +~)  
(# _> 0). Similar to the proving of Lemma 1, there exists a tl > # such that u(x, g(t, ~)) > O, 
(x,t,~) e f~ x [tl, +co) x [a,b], u(x,v~(t)) >O, (x,t) e f~ X It1, +oo). 
Using the Green's formula, we have 
£ /+0+ /+ Audx = ~ndW = Cdw, t k tl, (3.3) 
/ Au(x, Ti(t))dx= ~0~ Ou(x, Ti(t)On dw= ~o~ ¢(x, vi(t))dw, t >_ tl. (3.4) 
Integrating equation (E) with respect o x over the domain ~, we have 
m 
ddt ~udx=a(t)  ~u ~bdw+ Eai(t)  ~u ¢(x, Ti(t))dw- ~p(x,t)udx 
j= l  (3.5)  
- q(x, t, ~)u[x, g(t, ~)] da([) dx + h(x, t) dx, t ~ t 1 . 
Using Jensen's inequality, we have 
+ /a ' l X £ ++ ++'+' 
(3.6) 
THEOREM 4. ff  
lim inf f [t G(s) ds = -oc, 
t--++oo J tz  
limsup f+ G(s) ds = +o~ 
t--++oo J t l  
are true for a sufficiently arge tz, 
oscillatory in G. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
then every solution of boundary value problem (E), (132) is 
<_-a(t) f a ¢dw-~-~ai(t) fo ¢(x,T~(t))dw+ fuh(x,t)dx, t>tl.  
i=1 
Then V(t) defined by (3.2) is an eventually positive solution of inequality (3.1). 
THEOREM 3. If the following differential inequality 
b I" 
Y'(t) + P(t)V(t) + ]a Q(t,~)f (V[g(t,~)]) da(~) <_ - la( t ) l  (3.7) 
has no eventually positive solution, then the every solution of boundary value problem (E),(B2) 
is oscillatory in G. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is similar to that of Theorem 1, and hence, is omitted. 
Analogous to Theorem 2, we have 
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4. OSCILLATION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM (E),(B3) 
Analogous to boundary value problem (E),(B2), we can obtain the following lemma and theo- 
l'Cnl. 
LEMMA 3. I f  U(X, t) is a positive solution of boundary value problem (E),(B3) in 9. x [p,, +oe), 
p > O, then the following differential inequality 
V'(t)  + P ( t )V( t )  + Q( t ,~) f  (V[~j(t,~)]) dv({) <_ 0 (~.1) 
hz~s an eventually positive solution 
v( t )  = If l = & .  (4.2) 
']_'[tEOREM 5. I f  the following differential inequality 
V'(t)  + P ( t )V( t )  + Q(t, { ) f  (V[g(t, ~)1) da(~) < 0 (4.3) 
h;~s no eventually positive solution, then every solution of boundary value problem (E),(B3) is 
oscillatory in G. 
THEOREM 6. ff 
f fl'l h (x ,s )dxds  = -oc ,  l iminf 
t--+q-Oo J t l  Ja 
['[ 
lim sup h.(x, s) dx ds = +~c 
t--++oo Jtq J~ 
is true for a sufficiently large 11, then the every solution of boundary wfiue problem (E),(B:~) is 
oscillatory in G. 
Now we give an example. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the following boundary value problem: 
f ut = uxx + u~,x(t - re) - u - 2 u(x, t + ~)d~ + e~cosx(4sint - e-~cost), (E*) 77 
-~n(O,t) = O, &--~ ~, t  = -ets int ,  (B) 
where a(t) = 1, i = 1, at(t) = 1, rl(t) = t - - re ,  p(x, t )  = l, q(x , t ,{)  = 2, g(t , ( )  = t -+- ~, 
.f(u) = U, h(x, t) = etcosx(4s int -  e-~cost). It is to easy see Conditions (g~) (H4) hold, and all 
the conditions of Theorem 4 hold. It follows from Theorem 4 that every solution of |)ound~ry 
value problem (E*), (B) is oscillatory in (0, re/2) x [0,+oc). u(x,t) = etcosxs int  is one such 
solution. 
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